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C H R O N O L O G Y  /

T I M E L I N E  E X E R C I S E

Using the reference information contained

in the Biography, the References and the Chronology

let ’s tr y to establish a Timeline for the book.

1. After his return to Canada from Seattle

Tom enrolled in night classes . . .  at what school?

and in what year?
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2. Albert Robson hired Tom to work at a graphic

design ~rm called Grip Ltd. . . .  in what city?

and in what year?
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3. Tom Thomson ~rst visited Algonquin Park

with his friend Ben Jackson in the spring of what year?

What was the name of the railway that o}ered

passage to Algonquin Park at that time?

What was the route, from Toronto?
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4. Tom Thomson tried (unsuccessfully) to enlist

in the military when World War One started.

What month, in what year, did the War start?
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5. Winnifred Trainor, of Huntsville, summered

at a family cottage on Canoe Lake, just a bit

south of Mowat Lodge.

Tom stopped in Huntsville for a few days

on his way back to Toronto, in November

of what year?
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6. To save on rent Tom moved his studio

to a utility shack behind the Studio Building

on Severn Street in Toronto

in the late fall of what year?
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7. Edward Godin’s ranger cabin at Achray on

Grand Lake. Tom painted the sign that reads

‘Out-Side-In’ and summered with Godin

in Algonquin Park in what year?
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8. One theory suggests that Tom may have been

murdered and his body dumped into Canoe Lake

on what day?

in the summer of what year?
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9. Tom’s body was recovered from Canoe Lake

how many days later? and on what day?
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10. This could be the train that took Tom’s body

from Canoe Lake to Owen Sound for reburial at Leith.

Or, is that Winnifred Trainor,

lurking in the shadows on the left,

on her way to Scotia Junction.


